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1. 16 marksThe two-phase commit protocol gives the means to di�erent processes on the network toatomically perform a transaction.(a) Describe the two-phase commit protocol.(b) Does this protocol work when there are undetectable message loses on the network?(c) How does this protocol respond to a failure of the Coordinator.(d) Prove the impossibility result for the two generals problem. What does this resultsay to the people that are looking for protocols that will allow them to performatomic transactions on distributed systems with undetectable message loses?2. 8 marksGive an implementation of a distributed replicated stack. The stack should be imple-mented on top of 3 replicas and should tolerate 1 process crash for both push and popoperations.3. 12 marks(a) Describe the Chandy Misra Algorithm for the resourse allocation problem.(b) What is the time and the communication complexity of this algorithm; give aninformal proof.4. 12 marksProve the impossibility to solve the Byzantine Generals problem in a system with threeprocesses, one of which is faulty.5. 12 marks(a) Describe Ivy's dynamic distributed manager scheme.(b) In this scheme what steps are taken to minimise the number of lookups necessary to�nd a page?(c) Describe an advantage and a disadvantage of the following consistency models: i)Strict consistency, ii) eager release consistency, iii) lazy release consistency.
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